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Abstract The group theorist William Burnside devoted much of the last decade of
his life to probability and statistics. The work led to contact with Ronald Fisher who
was on his way to becoming the leading statistician of the age and with Karl Pearson,
the man Fisher supplanted. Burnside corresponded with Fisher for nearly three years
untiltheircorrespondenceendedabruptly.ThispaperexaminesBurnside’sinteractions
withthestatisticiansandlooksmoregenerallyathisworkinprobabilityandstatistics.
1 Introduction
In April 1919, 2 months short of his 67th birthday, William Burnside retired from the
Royal Naval College at Greenwich. In retirement the renowned group theorist spent
much of his time on probability, producing ten short papers and the manuscript for
a book—perhaps half of his output in those years. The ﬁrst fruit of the probability
project—a paper on the theory of errors (1923b)—led to contact with Ronald Fisher.
Acorrespondenceofnearly3yearsfollowedinwhichBurnsidewrote25letters,some
much longer than the published papers. In the second letter he told Fisher, “I have no
proper acquaintance with either the phraseology or the ideas of the modern theory
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of statistics.” With Fisher providing reading, Burnside was soon acquainted enough
to criticise the work of Karl Pearson and then of Fisher himself. Burnside chose
his statistical targets well—Fisher the coming man and Pearson the come—though
neitherwasonetoadmiterror.Burnside’sengagement withthestatisticiansmayseem
surprising in one who “detested” mathematical controversy (Forsyth 1928a, p. xvii)
for theirs was a ﬁeld where controversy ruled and his interventions only invited more!
The appearance of an edition of his Collected Papers—Neumann et al. (2004)—
makes this a good moment to review Burnside’s work in probability and statistics.
The edition reproduces the papers—bar one—and contains background chapters on
the life and work but probability and statistics intrude into these only when Everett et
al. (2004, p. 104), report Burnside being upset by a letter from Fisher—see Sect. 8.
Individual pieces by Burnside have been noticed by historians of statistics—including
Edwards (1978), Dale (1991) and Pfanzagl and Sheynin (1996)—but not as part of a
larger effort. Nothing has been published about Burnside’s criticism of Fisher’s work
or about his relationship with Fisher: the “Note on Dr. Burnside’s recent paper on
errors of observation” is listed with Fisher’s other writings in Box’s (1978) biography
but Burnside is not mentioned in the text.
Burnside’s work in probability and statistics did not make a difference to those
subjects. His probability was behind continental work and, while Fisher and Pearson
responded in print to his criticisms, they were not deﬂected by them. Burnside’s activ-
ityinprobabilityandstatisticsisinterestingmainlyforwhatitshowsaboutthestateof
these subjects at the time and the personalities of those involved. The letters to Fisher
aretheonlysubstantialseriesofBurnside’slettersextant.Fisher’slettersarelostwhich
isashameastheexchangeswerelargelyabouthistheoryofstatisticsandwhatitrested
on, matters he seems to have discussed only with Burnside. Among letters to Fisher
fromthisperiod—oneofthemostproductiveofhislife—theBurnsideletterscomple-
mentthe50fromW .S.Gosset(McMullen1970)andthehandfulfromLeonardDarwin
(Bennett 1983). With each correspondent Fisher discussed different things and had
a different relationship—Burnside was the mathematical correspondent and the
troublesome one.
IntheaccountbelowSect.2hassomebackgroundonpersonsandsubjects,Sects.3
and 4 describe Burnside’s papers on the theory of errors and how the statisticians
reacted to them, Sects. 5–8 treat Burnside’s criticisms of Pearson and Fisher, Sect. 9
considers his non-statistical probability work and the posthumously published Theory
of Probability (1928) and Sect. 10 has some concluding remarks.
2 Cambridge mathematicians and probability
William Burnside (1852–1927), Karl Pearson (1856–1936) and Ronald Fisher
(1890-1962)wereCambridgemathematiciansallsuccessfulenoughtobecomefellows
of the Royal Society: Burnside was second wrangler in 1874 and FRS in 1893, Pear-
son third wrangler in 1879 and FRS in 1896 and Fisher a wrangler in 1912 (by
then the order of merit had gone) and FRS in 1929. All made their careers away
from Cambridge and their lasting reputations away from the applied mathematics in
which they had been trained. From 1885 until he retired Burnside was professor of
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mathematics at Greenwich. He taught applied mathematics to naval ofﬁcers but his
distinction as a mathematician rested on his research in group theory on which he
began publishing in 1893. Pearson was appointed professor of applied mathematics
at University College London in 1884 and taught that subject for nearly thirty years
although from the mid-1990s biometry was his main interest; see Stigler (1986,P a r t
3)forPearson’searlyworkandthebackground toit.Fishermoved furthestandfastest
from applied mathematics: he taught himself genetics and biometry as an undergrad-
uate and from 1919 was the statistician at Rothamsted experimental (agricultural)
station. For further biographical information see Forsyth (1928a), Everett et al. (2004)
andNeumannetal.(2004)forBurnside,Pearson(1936/8)forPearsonandBox(1978)
for Fisher.
PearsonknewBurnsideasateacher—seePearson(1936a,p.29)—anduntilaround
1900 they belonged to the same mathematical community but by 1923 Burnside
inhabited one world and Pearson and Fisher another, with journals and Cambridge
providing only very weak links. Pearson dropped his connections with Cambridge but
Burnside kept his and Fisher was re-establishing his as a non-resident fellow of Caius
College. Burnside was a frequent contributor to the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society, the house journal of the Cambridge mathematicians; he also
published in the Messenger of Mathematics (another Cambridge-edited journal) to
which Fisher had contributed in 1912 and 1913. The Philosophical Magazine was
known to all and Burnside and Pearson published there occasionally; the journals of
the Royal Society were also known—they had been vital for Pearson before he started
Biometrika in1901andFisherhadamajorpaperinthe PhilosophicalTransactions in
1922. That paper, “On the Mathematical Foundations of Theoretical Statistics,” (the
“Foundations” for short) is central to the present story and indeed to the history of
mathematical statistics—“arguably the most inﬂuential paper on that subject in the
twentieth century” in (Stigler, 2005, p. 32) judgement.
Pearson and Fisher were in the same world but they found coexisting very difﬁcult:
seeBox(1978,ch.3).WhenPearsonrefereedFisher’sbigpaperonpopulationgenetics
for the Royal Society he was cool and it appeared elsewhere as Fisher (1918)—
see Norton and Pearson (1976). In 1920 Pearson rejected a paper Fisher had sent to
Biometrika—thisappearedelsewhereasFisher(1921);seePearson(1968,p.453)and
Bennett (1983, pp. 73–4). Biometrika had turned away Fisher’s work twice before and
he sent no more. If Pearson was the Pope, Fisher was out of communion—if not a
heretic.
In 1920 when Burnside was contemplating a book on probability there were no
modern books in English, or specialists like Czuber or Markov to write them: Irwin
(1967,p.151)recalledthatwhenhestartedlecturingin1921heusedPoincaré(1912),
Whitworth (1901), and Venn (1888). Yet from the time of Maxwell British applied
mathematicians had been turning their hand to probability and Burnside, Pearson and
Fisher were among those who kept turning—see Sect. 9. Burnside’s experience in
probability was limited but it went back a long way—possibly to his school-days
and textbooks like Todhunter’s Algebra (1858) which used probability to illustrate
combinatorial methods. He may have well have studied probability and the theory of
errors as an undergraduate—5 years later Pearson did. Burnside read the proofs and
made the index for the second, 1883, edition of Thomson and Tait’s standard work; its
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chapter III on “experience” has a brief treatment of the theory of errors. In 1888–89
Burnside published on the kinetic theory of gases—Barrow-Green (2004)r e v i e w sa l l
his contributions to applied mathematics—and his articles (1888, 1889) with their
complicated calculations of averages, involve probability even though the term never
appears. French military schools taught the theory of errors—see Bru (1996)o nt h e
teaching in Broemeling and Broemeling (2003) on the work of the artillery captain
Ernest Lhoste—but it seems not to have ﬁgured in Burnside’s teaching at Greenwich.
Forsyth (1928a, p. xiii) describes his two elementary courses as concerned with “prin-
ciples of ballistics” and with “strength of materials, dynamics and heat engines” and
the most advanced with “kinematics, kinetics and hydrodynamics.”
Burnside seems to have conceived the probability project after writing “On the
Probable Regularity of a Random Distribution of Points” (1919), a paper Forsyth
(1928b, p. v) describes as treating what is “manifestly a military question, reduced
(for purposes of calculation) to a purely mathematical form.” Forsyth (1928a, p. xxix)
suggests that Burnside’s interest in probability came about as a result of war work;
his efforts to get such work are recounted by Everett et al. (2004, p. 105) but how—or
whether—this paper ﬁts in is not known. The probability project did not go to plan
for the ﬁrst installment—a paper on errors of observation—provoked the appearance
of the “modern theory of statistics.” The paper and its unforeseen consequences will
occupy us until Sect. 9 when we return to the larger project.
3 On errors of observation 1923
“Many high authorities have asserted that the reasoning employed by Laplace, Gauss
and others is not well founded” wrote Thomson and Tait (1867, p. 312) and ﬁfty
years later the warning (or challenge) was still in force with no authority to sup-
press the grumbling or impose a reform: “it would be difﬁcult to ﬁnd a subject
where confusion of thought and loose reasoning are more prevalent” lamented the
astronomer Stewart (1920, p. 218). The subject was open to all-comers and their
improvements appeared in mathematics, astronomy and general science journals. The
‘contributions’ generally failed to register and were no more cumulative than solu-
tions to newspaper puzzles—indeed Stewart’s improvement had been published by
Pearson (1901) in the same journal twenty years before. Probability—see Sect. 9
below—was just as open and unprogressive but there was no comparable stand-
ing challenge unless it was the much bigger question of the nature of probability
itself.
Burnside’s “On errors of observation” in the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society was a typical product of this state of affairs. Aiming to cor-
rect an established conception, it (1923b, p. 482) refers only to what is “standard.”
Given observations x1,...,xn, the “result is generally stated as follows …the true
valueoftheconstant [x0]isequally likelytoliewithinorwithout therangefrom x − 
to x +   ”, where the probable error   is given by
  = 0.6745
n
1(xi − x)2
n(n − 1)
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The value 0.6745 is the 25th percentile of the standard normal distribution. In modern
classical statistics the formula for x ±   would be interpreted as that for a 50% large
sample conﬁdence interval for x0.
The work of Student (W. S. Gosset) is central to modern treatments of the problem
and has been so since Fisher put it there in his Burnside years. Student’s Biometrika
paper began with a statement of what is “well known” and from his own resources—
withalittlehelpfromPearson—improveduponit.Otherwisethepaperwasnottypical.
It was far out of the theory of errors mainstream and—with examples of small sam-
ples from medicine and agriculture—far even from the biometric stream. It did more
than register, it achieved canonisation for publication in Biometrika and inclusion in
Pearson’s (1914) tables signiﬁed as much for the biometricians.
The “well known” result of Student (1908, p. 2) is that “when the sample is large”
the quantity
z =
x − x0 n
1(xi−x)2
n
is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance n. The difﬁculty was that “no one
has yet told us very clearly where the limit between “large” and “small” is to be
drawn.” The denominator in z is not constant across samples and Gosset realised that
theassumptionthatitisleadstoseriouserrorswhenn issmall.Heobtained—orrather
conjectured correctly—the distribution of z. Student’s solution was transformed into
the t distribution with n − 1 degrees of freedom when Fisher (1924/8) described a
family of distributions based on the normal distribution and in the process replaced
z with t =z
√
n − 1. These developments have generated a considerable historical
literature, ranging from Eisenhart (1979) on the transition of z to t to Aldrich (2003)
on Student’s role in the development of what Burnside called the “phraseology” of
modern statistics.
WhereStudentworriedabouttheapplicabilityoftheusualresult,Burnside(1923b,
p. 486) worried about the way it was derived or the way he thought it was derived:
The standard formula is arrived at by assuming (i) that the errors follow Gauss’s
law, (ii) that the precision-constant has that particular value which makes the
probability of the observed set of values as great as possible. The alternative
formula here put forward ... is arrived at by making the same ﬁrst assump-
tion and replacing the second by the assumption that à priori all values of the
precision-constant are equally likely.
Burnside writes Gauss’s law with precision-constant h (corresponding to 1
σ
√
2 of the
statisticians’ normal distribution) as

h
π
e−hy2
δy
which gives “the probability of an error in one determination lying between y and
y + δy.” “The à priori probability that the precision-constant lay between h and
h +δh”i spδh; the “simplest” assumption to make is that p is independent of h, “i.e.
that à priori all values of the precision constant are equally likely.”
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Burnside strives for the impossible, a posterior probability statement (the 50%
interval) about x0 having speciﬁed only the distribution of the errors and a prior for
h (later he acknowledged the point in a letter to Fisher—see Sect. 4 below). In a
survey of early Bayesian work leading to the t form, Pfanzagl and Sheynin (1996,
p. 893) relate their experience of reading Burnside, “Regrettably the authors have
been unable to obtain further insights from the proofs since these are hard to follow,
even after correcting a misleading misprint ..” The other authors they consider—
L üroth, Edgeworth and Jeffreys—extended Gauss’s ﬁrst derivation of least squares to
accommodateunknownprecisionbyspecifyingajointpriorforlocationandprecision,
obtainingthejointposteriorandthenintegratingouttheprecisiontoobtainamarginal
posterior for location.
Burnside focusses on the quantity   and his idea is that behind the accepted for-
mula is the proposition that the estimation error (x − x0) is normally distributed with
mean zero and variance s2/n and that this proposition follows from the unreason-
able assumption that the precision-constant is known to coincide with its estimated
value. Instead of making that assumption he uses the posterior distribution of the
precision-constant based on a uniform prior for it and forms a mixture of the condi-
tional normals given the precision-constant. Forsyth (1928a, p. xxix) hints that behind
the paper was some practical interest but the result is a very academic piece: it com-
pares the new intervals (for sample sizes up to 10) with the conventional one without
noting that the former are narrower and ﬁnishes lamely with, “It is a matter of indi-
vidual judgment which form of [assumption about h] is the more reasonable,” without
indicating the factors on which the judgment might be based.
Burnside’s paper registered and produced responses in the PCPS and in
Biometrika—independent responses with only a reference to Student in common.
Fisher’s note in the PCPS—described in the next section—was designed to lead to
greater things but the note in Biometrika aimed simply to cancel Burnside’s contri-
bution and preserve the status quo. Ethel Newbold wrote at the prompting of Major
Greenwood who had noticed that Burnside’s formula gave a narrower interval than
the conventional normal one; Newbold, who worked also with Pearson, died young
in 1933 and is remembered by Greenwood (1933). Her paper considered the rela-
tionship between Burnside’s distribution and Student’s from different points of view.
She reproduced Burnside’s argument with other measures of precision in place of
Burnside’s h, although she (p. 402) doubted whether an observer could ever be “in
complete ignorance of the precision of his observations.” She showed how a uni-
form prior for the parameter S where Sm =h (for some m) generates a t-density
with a different number of degrees of freedom (this term was introduced later by
Fisher (1924/8)) according to the choice of m. Student’s case is shown to correspond
to 1/m = 0. Newbold was not much impressed with the general scheme she had
devised for, crucially, the Student case ﬁts “without burdening itself with the à priori
assumptions attached to the other cases.” (p. 405). She repeated Student’s sampling
experiments and found—not surprisingly—that Burnside’s distribution gave a much
worse ﬁt to the empirical distribution. She (p. 406) amended Burnside’s conclusion
to “very little scope is left for individual judgement in choosing between Students’
formula and that of Dr. Burnside.” For Biometrika the subject was closed. Burnside
probablyneversawNewbold’snote.ThenotewasrelevanttoJeffreys’s(1931,pp.66ff)
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discussion of the representation of ignorance about precision but, like Burnside,
Jeffreys did not expect enlightenment from this quarter; it is more surprising that
he missed Burnside who was closer to home—see Aldrich (2005b).
4 Statistics is announced and a correction made 1923
Fisher’s note in the PCPS took a different line from the ofﬁcial one in Biometrika.
It opens magisterially:
That branch of applied mathematics which is now known as Statistics has been
gradually built up to meet very different needs among different classes of work-
ers. Widely different notations have been employed to represent the same rela-
tions, and still more widely different methods of treatment have been designed
for essentially the same statistical problem. It is therefore not surprising that
Dr. Burnside writing on errors of observation in 1923 should have overlooked
the brilliant work of “Student” in 1908, which largely anticipates his conclusion
(1923, p. 635).
In 1923, the subject depicted in the ﬁrst sentence existed mainly in Fisher’s imagina-
tion; there was a subject, “statistics,” dominated by economists and given institutional
form in the Royal Statistical Society—all this is described in Aldrich (2008)—but
that was not what Fisher had in mind. He was pressing for the establishment of a
chair of mathematical statistics in Cambridge (Box (p. 239)) and the declaration that
statistics is a branch of applied mathematics was of a piece with this. It is implicit in
this declaration that “Statistics” has sovereignty over the theory of errors and implicit
in the note as a whole that the biometricians have no precedence among the “different
classes of workers.” Most immediately and practically he was creating an opening for
statistics and himself and ﬁve more papers of his would appear in the PCPS.
Unlike Newbold, Fisher did not criticise Burnside, though he thought even less of
Burnside’s Bayesian assumptions, having exposed their “baseless character” in the
“Foundations” (p. 326): he only observes that the difference in the formulae “is trace-
able to Dr. Burnside’s assumption of an à priori probability for the precision constant,
whereasStudent’sformulagivestheactualdistributionofz inrandomsamples.”Fisher
was more severe in 1941 when he (pp. 141–2) used Burnside’s paper to illustrate all
that had been wrong with the theory of errors before Student. In 1923 his object was
to expose the mathematicians to Statistics and to Gosset’s work which “deserves to
be far more widely known than it is at present.” He was also exposing his own work
for the derivation he gave was the one he had devised a decade before but which had
never been published. In 1912, Fisher sent the derivation to Gosset, who forwarded it
to Karl Pearson for consideration in Biometrika;s e ePearson (1968, p. 446). Pearson
did not publish the derivation, although Fisher used parts of it in other publications.
The note, received by the Proceedings on July 16th, belonged to the past in the further
sensethatFisher(1922b)hadalreadyextended Student’s z toregression—seeAldrich
(2005a) for a review of Fisher’s regression work—and was working towards the
system of distributions in which z would be replaced by t; see his letter to Gosset
of May 2nd reproduced in McMullen (1970) and Box (p. 118). In July, Fisher sent
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GossetBurnside’spaperandhisownnote;Gossetmerelycommented,“Itisinteresting
to see how à priori probability has got him just off the line.” (McMullen 1970).
ByAugust,BurnsideandFisherwerecorresponding—theynevermet.Burnsidehad
a“ﬁercebutshort-livedtemper”andsohadFisher(Everettetal.2004,p.105;cf.Yates
and Mather 1963, p. 97) but they managed to contain their tempers for nearly three
years. In the beginning Burnside wanted to learn about Student and about the work of
statisticians generally: in his second letter he wrote, “I have no proper acquaintance
with either the phraseology or the ideas of the modern theory of statistics.” Burnside
did not want to impose on the busy younger man but Fisher seemed prepared to
give a correspondence course on the “Foundations.”. Generally Burnside would ask a
questionandFisher’sreplywouldsetoffanexchangeofletters.HavingonlyBurnside’s
letters is a great handicap for they show such misunderstanding that inferences from
them to what Fisher was saying are quite precarious.
Beginning at the beginning in August 1923 with the theory of errors there were
letters to Fisher on the 4th, 8th, 11th and 20th; bursts of letters separated by months
of silence would be the pattern. Fisher must have written ﬁrst as Burnside’s ﬁrst let-
ter is a reply. He begins by saying he would not have published had he known of
Student’s paper and ends by asking, as everybody did. “Do you happen to know who
“Student” is?” Burnside admitted, “I seldom go to London and so still have not seen
Student’s paper” and he probably thought the proof in Fisher’s note was a paraphrase
of Student’s; so his comment on the “really brilliant point of Student’s work” was
actually in praise of Fisher. Burnside explained that he had “had on hand” for “two
or three years” a book on the “Calculation of Probabilities” and that he proposed to
include “Student’s result” and he wanted to try his proof on Fisher. The proof he
sketched was of the Student-Fisher result not of the Bayesian result he gave earlier
in the year. It involved an orthogonal transformation of the observations and pre-
sented the joint density of

xi and

(xi − x)2. It was an analytic counterpart to
the geometrical proof given by Fisher. Unknown to them—and to the British statis-
tical community before Pearson (1931) drew attention to it—the geodesist Helmert
(1876) had used the same transformation; see Sect. 9. In his letter, Burnside made a
point of saying that if n =3, “a geometrical conception of this step is possible” but
ifn >3, theresult “can only be proved byan analytical process.” NaturallyFisher dis-
agreedashehadattackedthegeneralcasegeometrically;Burnside’snextletterbegins,
“I think we must just agree to differ as to what a geometrical proof is.” When Fisher
nextwroteaboutStudent’sresultappliedtoregressioncoefﬁcientsinthe“Applications
of Students’ distribution” he may have had Burnside in mind:
It is perhaps worthwhile to give, at length, an algebraical method of proof since
analogous cases have hitherto been demonstrated only geometrically, by means
of a construction in Euclidian hyperspace, and the validity of such methods of
proof may not be universally admitted (1925c, p. 97).
Fisher’s orthogonal transformation specialised to the normal mean case is the one
BurnsideproposedinAugust1923andwhichhepublishedintheTheoryofProbability.
The derivation, or rather the Helmert transformation on which it was based was good
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enough to be re-rediscovered: Irwin (1931) did so and then (1934, p. 242) discovered
Burnside’s priority. See Sect. 9 below.
Now that Burnside was reproducing Student–Fisher he reconsidered his original
argument to surprising effect. On October 20, he informed Fisher he was sending a
note to the PCPS for “I have now discovered what I consider a gross error at the
end of that paper” and he described “what I really proved (and I believe correctly
proved from the premisses assumed).” This was Student’s result! Burnside ﬁnished
the letter by declaring, “Personally I believe that [any probability statement] about the
constant could only be proved when some assumption had been made with respect the
probability of the constant ... before any determinations had been carried out.” This
remarkable letter reﬂects a very strange view of what Fisher stood for.
The published correction note (1923c) begins, “The object of this note is to direct
attention to an entirely false inference which was drawn from the analysis given in my
previous paper ...” The “false inference” involved going, without justiﬁcation, from
the sampling distribution of the quantity
x − x0
s
, where s2 =
n
1(xi − x)2
n
,
to the Bayes posterior for x0. The false inference professed “to determine, after a
set of n observations, the probabilities of various values x0 without any assumption
regarding their probabilities before the observations.” Burnside pointed out correctly
that he had introduced no prior for x0 and that in his analysis he had treated x0 as a
constant and had integrated the errors over an inﬁnite range. However, he did not look
in detail at his argument or explain what the prior for h was doing there.
The correction note was extraordinary. It adopted the Student–Fisher view of
the problem—including some of their notation—without mentioning them and then
claimed that the original paper contained a derivation of their result and was marred
only by an inference too far. One can only guess what Fisher thought of this; he could
not have exploded for Burnside’s letters carried on with no reference to the develop-
ment,letaloneexplanation.InhismemoirForsyth(1928a,p.xxv)wrotethatBurnside
“did not hesitate to abandon an opinion, if ever he regarded it as not fully tenable.”
5 Struggling with the “Foundations” 1923–1926
As well as worrying about the derivation to go into his book—see Sect. 9 below for
the conclusion to that story—Burnside wanted to understand the theory of statistics,
which meant understanding the “Foundations.” He may well have been its ﬁrst real
reader—theﬁrsttotrytounderstanditlinebyline.BowleyofferedFishersome“rather
hasty remarks” in a letter of 25 May 1921 and the referees, Udny Yule and Arthur
Eddington, aware of Fisher’s quality from his other work seem only to have sniffed
at the paper before approving it (their reports are in Edwards (1997, p. 181)). No
established authors paid any attention to the “Foundations” and even their criticisms
appeared only much later, see Bowley (1935)o rPearson (1936b). Fisher’s ideas were
taken up by new people—Neyman and E. S. Pearson in 1928 and Hotelling (1930);
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their’swasaneasierpaththanBurnside’sbecauseintheinterimFisherproducedmore
accessible works and Hotelling even had the advantage of a stay at Rothamsted.
Burnsidehadbeenreadingthe“Foundations”evenbeforeFishercontactedhimand
in the third letter (August 11th) he had detailed questions as well as some comments
on Fisher (1915a,b)—his most ambitious geometrical venture to date—which Fisher
musthavesent.Thelistofneologismsthatopensthe“Foundations”mighthavewarned
Burnsidethatthiswasnotgoingtobeanordinarypaper;foranaccountofitseeAldrich
(1997) and Stigler (2005). However, Burnside thought it could be approached in the
normal way and asked Fisher for a reference where the underlying ideas are “more
or less systematically expounded.” Fisher put him on to Yule’s (1911) Introduction
which he found more useful than Soper’s (1922) Frequency Arrays, although there
was still a great gap between Yule’s book and Fisher’s article.
In 1923 Burnside made a serious effort to understand the “Foundations”, or rather
its Sect. 6 on “formal solution of problems of estimation” which he thought bore most
closelyontopicsinhisbook—Bayes’theoremandthetheoryoferrors.Atﬁrstviewing
he was not persuaded by Fisher’s method of maximum likelihood and he could not
followtheargumentonthelargesampledistributionofthemaximumlikelihoodvalue.
HewasneverinterestedinFisher’slargervision—informationandsufﬁciency—notto
speakofthestatisticalorbiometricapplicationsthatFisherwasinterestedin.Burnside
kept coming back to the “Foundations” although in the end (see Sects. 7 and 8 below)
hisinterestwasentirelyconcentratedontwosentencesaboutthe“inﬁnitehypothetical
population.” After lapsing in October 1923 the correspondence resumed at the end of
1924 although there was a short exchange in mid-1924 after Burnside had challenged
Karl Pearson over Bayes’ theorem.
6 The fundamental problem of practical statistics 1924
Statistics had come to Burnside but he now took the initiative. His move against Karl
Pearson was sharp and clean: he saw an error and exposed it. However he went away
frustrated when Pearson countered that the misunderstanding was all his. Biometrika
was off the beaten track for Burnside and his note there is missing from the Collected
PapersalthoughitisknowntohistoriansofstatisticsinterestedinPearsonorinBayes:
ithasbeendiscussedbyEdwards(1978,p.118),Dale(1991,pp.377–392),Hald(1998,
pp. 253–6) and Aldrich (2007). These papers detail the Pearson background but for
Burnside there was no background, only the paper and the error it contained.
In the correction note Burnside (1923c, p. 27) had reservations about the use of the
Bayesian argument in the case of no prior information:
ManyopinionsseemtobeheldatthepresenttimewithregardtoBayes’sformula
fortheprobabilityofcauses.Ihave,howeverseennosupportforthesupposition
that it is possible, after an observed event, to determine the respective proba-
bilities of its various causes, in the case in which nothing is known about the
corresponding probabilities before the event.
In November he had told H. F. Baker, friend as well as editor of the PCPS, “You will
wonder why I have not yet sent you [the correction note] ... I can’t quite make up
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my mind as to how far I ought to refer to Bayes’ theorem. Some such reference is
absolutely necessary: but it involves dealing with a point on which there seems to be
great difference of opinion.”
In the “Foundations” Burnside would have found three opinions: Fisher’s (Sect. 6,
p. 324) own, that the use of a uniform prior in the case when nothing is known about
the value of the parameter (“Bayes’ postulate”) is inappropriate, plus two more he
invoked to show how the basic principles of statistical science “are still in a state of
obscurity”:
[in Pearson (1920)] one of the most eminent of modern statisticians presents
what purports to be a general proof of Bayes’ postulate, a proof of which in the
opinion of a second statistician of equal eminence “seems to rest upon a very
peculiar—not to say hardly supposable—relation.” (Sect. 1, p. 310)
Burnside tracked down Pearson’s grandly titled piece, “The fundamental problem of
practical statistics,” but not the work of the second statistician Edgeworth (1921).
The “fundamental problem” of Pearson (1920,p .1 )i s :
An “event” has occurred p times out of p + q = n trials, where we have no
a priori knowledge of the frequency of the event in the total number of occur-
rences. What is the probability of its occurring r times in a further r + s = m
trials?
This is the prediction variant (due to Laplace) of Bayes’s (1763, p. 376) problem
in the doctrine of chances: “Given the number of times in which an unknown event
has happened and failed: Required the chance that the probability of its happening
in a single trial lies somewhere between any two degrees of probability that can be
named.” The conventional solution to the fundamental problem is that the required
probability is
B(p + r + 1,q + s + 1)
B(p + 1,q + 1)B(r + 1,s + 1)
,
a result reached by a standard argument assuming Bernoulli trials and a uniform prior
for the probability of an occurrence—the “equal distribution of ignorance” or “Bayes’
postulate.”
The 1920 paper is a marvellous Pearsonian production with a lively historical
surveyandademonstrationthat“thefundamentalresultofLaplaceinnowaydepends
upon the equal distribution of ignorance” (pp. 5–6) leading into a long discussion
of the evaluation of beta functions. The demonstration was astounding, especially
comingafterdecades ofdebate—usually aroundthe“ruleofsuccession”case(q = 0,
m = 1)—when all, including Pearson (1892, 1907), had taken it for granted that the
result depends on the equal distribution of ignorance. As recently as 1917, Pearson—
in Soper et al. (1917, p. 353)—had chastised Fisher for making this assumption in a
correlation version of Bayes’s original problem.
Pearson’s new thinking was based on a re-examination of Bayes’s essay. Bayes
had used a physical model when making his argument but the model did not ﬁgure
in later contributions: it is described by Todhunter (1865, pp. 294–300) but as history
for the statement of the problem involved no reference to it and Todhunter was clear
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that Bayes’s own way of reaching his conclusion had been superseded. Stigler (1982,
p. 255) reports how Pearson resurrected the model partly from a growing interest in
the history of statistics and partly because he used something like it in his own work.
The feature common to Pearson and Bayes is that an event occurs when an underlying
continuous variable passes a threshold value: Pearson imagines “men sickening from
a disease when their resistance falls below a certain level” (1921, p. 301), Bayes
imagines balls rolled on a table with the threshold deﬁned by the stopping point of the
ﬁrst ball, so that an occurrence is registered when a subsequent ball stops beyond the
ﬁrst. In 1920, Pearson argued that Bayes’s assumption of a uniform distribution for
the threshold value could be replaced with any continuous distribution (in his notation
represented by φ(x)δx/a) without changing the ﬁnal result.
Fisher’sstatisticianof“equaleminence”wasF.Y.Edgeworth,theOxfordprofessor
of political economy. Edgeworth was an authority but his authority in statistics was
conﬁned to a remote corner of the economic world mapped in Aldrich (2008). Edge-
worthhadinspiredPearson’soldthinkingandinafootnotetoapaperinthe Statistical
Journal he (1921, pp. 82–3fn.) commented on the new:
[it] seems to rest upon a very peculiar—not to say, hardly supposable—relation
between the antecedent probability that a certain “possibility” (in Laplace’s
phrase) or constitution (e.g., of a coin or die) would have existed and the a
posteriori probability that, if it existed, such and such events (e.g., so many
Heads or Aces in n trials) would be observed. But in general if the distribution
of à priori chances is φ(x)δx/a (Pearson, loc. cit.), the function φ would not
reappear in the a posteriori probability.
Noting that modern terminology is not the same as Edgeworth’s and that his “a pos-
teriori probability” refers to the modern “likelihood” the objection is the same as that
put by Burnside.
In the July 1921 issue of Biometrika Pearson replied to unnamed critics: “Some
misunderstanding has arisen with regard to my paper ... I believe it is due to the critics
not having read Bayes’ original theorem.” He (p. 301) declared further
Butifthecriticssay:ThenthisisnotwhatwemeanbyBayes’Theorem,Iwould
reply: Quite so, but it is what Bayes meant by his own Theorem, and it probably
ﬁts much better the type of cases to which we are accustomed to apply it than
what you mean by Bayes’ Theorem.
This note did not settle things even at University College for Pearson (1990,p .7 5 )
recallsthatafterthelecturesof1922,“OscarIrwinandpossiblyothershad...concluded
that K.P. had slipped up in his 1920 paper...” Burnside’s note gave Pearson an excuse
for returning to the subject.
PearsonpublishedBurnside’snotewithareplyintheMay1924issueofBiometrika;
neither referred to Edgeworth’s comment or to Pearson’s earlier note. The one-page
note “On Bayes’ formula” exempliﬁes what Forsyth (1928a, p. xvii) calls Burnside’s
“efﬁciency of presentation.” Burnside (1924c) starts with notation and a statement of
“Bayes’ formula” (quoted from Poincaré (1912) and essentially that given in modern
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textbooks). Having expressed the fundamental problem in his own notation, the note
proceeds (pAi is the modern P(Ai) and p(Ai)B is P(B |Ai )):
an application of Bayes’ formula is made to a case in which a change in pAi
necessarily carries with it a change in p(Ai)B; in other words this investigation is
concerned with a case in which the numerical value of p(Ai)B depends not only
on the nature of the condition Ai, but also on the probability pAi that condition
Ai may be satisﬁed.
It has been seen that, for the statistical problem stated at the beginning of the
paper, the numerical value of p(Ai)B depends in no way on the value of pAi.
There is therefore no reason for supposing that any conclusions drawn from the
investigation ... will hold with respect to the statistical problem stated at the
beginning of Professor Pearson’s paper.
In reply Pearson (1924) took the familiar line: he begins, “Dr. Burnside, I venture to
think, does not realise either the method in which I approach Bayes’ Theorem, or the
method in which Bayes approached it himself.”
Although Burnside most probably learnt of Pearson’s solution to the fundamental
problem from Fisher, it ﬁgures only in one letter written after Fisher had seen the
published note. In this letter of July 17th, Burnside expressed dissatisfaction with
the outcome of the exchange with Pearson. Burnside had no interest in the historical
Bayes—“IknownothingofBayes’writings”—andsoPearson’sappeal tohistorywas
irrelevant. In the letter Burnside was more forthright than in the note:
It seems to me to be hardly an exaggeration to say that, in the paper in question,
Pearson professes to deduce a result that would be of far reaching importance in
the theory of probabilities from the fact that the value of a deﬁnite integral does
not depend on the symbol used for the variable: i.e. that
 b
a f (x)dx is the same
as
 b
a f (y)dy.
BurnsidedidnotpursuehisdisagreementwithPearson,oratleasttherearenolettersin
the Pearson archives. Burnside’s intervention was probably welcome to both Pearson
andFisherbutfordifferentreasons:PearsoncouldreiteratehispositionwithBurnside
proof of the existence of the uninformed critic, while Fisher had at least half an ally in
his campaign against Pearson and against Bayes’ postulate. It is not possible to infer
from Burnside’s reply what Fisher had said. He probably did not say much for when
he next wrote about Pearson (1920) in 1956 (!) he (1956, p. 34) repeated what he had
written in the “Foundations”—that Pearson was trying to “prove” Bayes’ postulate—
without describing the proof or indicating that it was connected to the balls and table
scheme which Fisher (p. 12) described when he presented “Bayes’ analysis.”
Fisher may not have replied to Burnside, or at least may not have wanted to take
the discussion further, for he was busy ﬁnishing his Statistical Methods for Research
Workers andpreparingtogotoCanadatopresenthispaper(1924/8)onthedistributions
associatedwiththenormalwhichincludedhisreconstructionofStudent’sdistribution.
BurnsidenextwrotetoFisherattheendofNovemberandtherewereseveralexchanges
before Christmas 1924. It is hard to follow these exchanges—at one point there is a
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discussion of χ2—but Burnside’s attention was moving to what was surely the most
foundationalpartofthe“Foundations”:Sect.2on“thepurposeofstatisticalmethods.”
The “Foundations” (1922a, p. 311) describes the statistician as constructing a
“hypothetical inﬁnite population, of which the actual data are regarded as constituting
a random sample.” Probability is “a parameter which speciﬁes a simple dichotomy in
an inﬁnite hypothetical [the order of the adjectives seems indifferent] population, and
it represents neither more nor less than the frequency ratio which we imagine such a
population to exhibit.” (p. 311) Thus the meaning of the statement, “the probability
of throwing a ﬁve with a die is one-sixth,” is “that of a hypothetical population of
an inﬁnite number of throws, with the die in its original condition, exactly one-sixth
will be ﬁves.” Burnside found it impossible to imagine a frequency ratio in an inﬁnite
population and would write two notes—(1925b) and (1926)—saying so.
7 The inﬁnite hypothetical population 1925–1926
In March 1925 came a follow-up to the “Foundations.” On the 18th H. F. Baker, the
editor of the PCPS informed the Society’s secretary, F. P. White, of the arrival of the
“Theory of statistical estimation”:
This morning I receive from R. A. Fisher a paper on statistics ... I am sure Yule
would say ‘print it’. But as Burnside & Fisher had a controversy on this matter,
I am inclined to think Burnside might be asked to review it—and after that, we
must, you must, judge. This I suggest in the interests of truth only, since the
matter is really difﬁcult.
‘Print it’ had been Yule’s response to the “Foundations”; see Sect. 5 above. Yule, like
Baker—White and Jeffreys too—was a fellow of St. John’s and the only professed
statistician in Cambridge. It may be signiﬁcant for the way the Burnside–Fisher rela-
tionship was remembered that Baker already saw a “controversy” although there had
not been one either in what the principals wrote publicly or, it seems, in what they
wrote privately—see Sect. 4 above and Sect. 8 below.
Thejudgementwassoonmadeandonthe25thBakerwrotetoFisherexplainingthat
hispaperhadbeensenttoBurnside,“nottodeterminewhetheritshouldbeprinted,but
because you would probably like to feel it had been carefully read by a fresh mind.”
Baker enclosed some notes from Burnside and invited Fisher to discuss them with
Burnside and perhaps “modify” his paper; there was no obligation to do this but “it is
fair to say that Dr. Burnside says he will feel the necessity of writing a short note to
yours, after it has been published, if it appears as it stands.” Baker reﬂected that “on a
matter which is really so difﬁcult, a clash of opinion is surely, in the long run, likely to
be a gain.” He added that he had had considerable correspondence with Burnside in
“times past” on probabilities. Fisher modiﬁed the paper only by adding a “prefatory
note”. On the 29th after congratulating Fisher on the birth of his daughter Burnside
thanked him for the typescript of the note. On April 7th he told Fisher he was sending
Baker a note on the idea of frequency.
ThearticleaspublishedbeginswiththeprefatorynoteandisfollowedbyBurnside’s
two page note, “On the idea of frequency.” This takes off from two sentences from
the “Foundations” (p. 311) on how the “reduction of data” is accomplished:
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This object is accomplished by constructing a hypothetical inﬁnite population,
of which the actual data are regarded as constituting a random sample. The law
ofdistributionofthishypothetical population isspeciﬁedbyrelativelyfewpara-
meters which are sufﬁcient to describe it exhaustively in respect of all qualities
under discussion.
(Virtually the same words appear in the new paper (p. 701).) These are not the most
relevant sentences for they do not mention “frequency” and for Burnside (1925b,
p.726)theissuewaswhethertheconceptionoffrequencyofaclassinaﬁnitecollection
can be “legitimately extended to the case of a non-ﬁnite collection.” With decades of
post-Cantor work in mind he wrote, “there will be probably be many who will wonder
why such a question should be asked at all when the answer must so obviously be in
thenegative”but“therearewritersintheoreticalstatisticswhoassumethattheanswer
must be equally obviously in the afﬁrmative.”
Burnside recognises two approaches to the matter: “one may either attempt to
constructanon-ﬁnitecollectioninwhichagivenclasshasagivenfrequency:orstarting
from a given non-ﬁnite collection one may attempt to determine the frequency of
particular class.” He described the difﬁculty associated with the ﬁrst course and to
illustrate the difﬁculty associated with the second course he considered the frequency
of even positive integers in the totality of all positive integers and showed how this
frequency can take any value. He concludes, “Until a unique value, which cannot be
disputed, has been found for this frequency is there any reason for supposing that
the phrase ‘the frequency of all even integers in the totality of all integers’ has any
meaning at all?”
Fisher’s(1925b,p.700)notebegins,“Ithasbeenpointedouttomethatsomeofthe
statistical ideas employed in the following investigation have never received a strictly
logical deﬁnition and analysis” and goes on to mention Burnside—the only indication
in Fisher’s published writings of any interaction between the two men.
It was no part of my original intention to deal with the logical bases of these
ideas, but some comments which Dr. Burnside has kindly made have convinced
me that it may be desirable to set out for criticism the manner in which I believe
the logical foundations of these ideas may be established.
As Fisher had already seen something of Burnside’s criticism, he may have thought
that the exposition of the logical foundations that followed met Burnside’s objections.
Fisher (1925a, p. 700) contends, “The idea of an inﬁnite hypothetical population
is, I believe, implicit in all statements involving mathematical probability.” This time,
instead of a die, there is an illustration from genetics:
If, in a Mendelian experiment, we say that the probability is one-half that a
mouse born of a certain mating shall be white, we must conceive of our mouse
as one of an inﬁnite population of mice which might have been produced by that
mating. ... The proportion of white mice in this imaginary population appears to
be the actual meaning to be assigned to our statement of probability.
Fisher believed he was making explicit the thinking behind the practice of “practi-
cal statisticians.” In his own work, he (1918, p. 400n) had considered an “inﬁnite
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fraternity,” that is, “all the sons which a pair of parents might conceivably have
produced,”aformulationechoingGalton(1889,p.125)whohadimaginedan“exceed-
inglylargeFraternity,farmorenumerousthanisphysiologicallypossible”fromwhich
random samples are taken.
Fisher (p. 700) sets out the “manner in which I believe the logical foundations of
these ideas (of frequency curve, inﬁnite hypothetical population, random sampling,
etc.) may be established.”
Imagine a population of N individuals belonging to s classes, the number in
class k being pkN. The population can be arranged in order in N! ways. Let it so
be arranged and let us call the ﬁrst n individuals in each arrangement a sample
of n. Neglecting the order within the sample, these samples can be classiﬁed
into several possible types of sample according to the number of individuals of
each class which appear. Let this be done, and denote the proportion of samples
which belong to type j by qj, the number of types being t. Consider the follow-
ing proposition.
Given any series of proper fractions P1, P2,...,Ps, such that S(Pk) = 1, and
any series of numbers η1,η 2,...,η t, however small, it is possible to ﬁnd a
series of proper fractions Q1, Q2,...,Qt, and a series of positive numbers
 1,  2,...,  s, and an integer N0, such that if
N > N0
and |pk − Pk| <  k for all values of k,
then will
 qj − Q j
  <η j for all values of j.
I imagine it possible to provide a rigorous proof of this proposition, but I do not
propose to do so. If it be true, we may evidently speak without ambiguity or lack
of precision of an inﬁnite population characterised by the proper fractions P,i n
relation to the random sampling distribution of samples of a ﬁnite size n.
It will be noticed that I provide no deﬁnition of a random sample, and it is not
necessary to do so. What we have to deal with in all cases is a random sampling
distribution of samples, and it is only as a typical member of such a distribution
that a random sample is ever considered.
This remarkable passage of mock epsilonics and its combination of “I imagine it
possible to provide a rigorous proof of this proposition” with complete indifference
to providing one is revealing of Fisher’s attitude to mathematics. It is of a piece with
what Mahanalobis (1938, p. 266) reports of Fisher’s attitude, “The explicit statement
of a rigorous argument interested him, but only on the important condition that such
explicit demonstration of rigour was needed. Mechanical drill in the technique of
rigorous statement was abhorrent to him, partly for its pedantry, and partly as an
inhibition to the active use of the mind.” The prefatory note is the longest sustained
discussion of probability in Fisher’s writing before his 1956 book Statistical Methods
and Scientiﬁc Inference.
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Burnside was not the ﬁrst—or the last—to query Fisher’s conception. In July 1922
Fisher sent the “Foundations” to N. R. Campbell, the experimental physicist and
philosopher of science who had written on probability in the Philosophical Magazine
(1922)andpreviouslyinabook(1920).Fisher(Bennett1990,p.61)judgedCampbell’s
views to be in fundamental agreement with his own: the important point was that
both considered chance to be “a physical property of the material system concerned.”
However, Campbell (Bennett, p. 58) objected to Fisher’s formulation that it had said
nothing about randomness—referring to the example of the die, he pointed out that
Fisher’s statement is compatible with the regular appearance of a ﬁve; Campbell also
complained that an inﬁnite number of throws “means nothing” to the experimenter.
Fisher (Bennett, p. 61) conceded the point about randomness but he considered the
Ellis–Cournot frequency theory “sound.” Fisher probably knew of these authors and
quoted their words from Keynes’s Treatise on Probability (1921, ch. VIII) which
criticisedtheirposition.InhisreviewoftheTreatise(Fisher1922/3,pp.46–7)objected
to what he called its “psychological” notion of probability as measuring the “degree
of rational belief to which a proposition is entitled in the light of given evidence.” By
contrast, “To the statistician probability appears simply as the ratio which a part bears
tothewhole of a(usually inﬁnite) population ofpossibilities.”For more on Fisher and
Keynes see Aldrich (2008).
Some of the Burnside issues reappeared in a (public) debate between Fisher and
HaroldJeffreyswhoseviewofprobabilityresembledthatofKeynes:seeHowie(2002)
andAldrich(2005b).Jeffreysﬁrstwroteaboutprobabilityandthefrequency theory—
in the form of the Venn limit—in Wrinch and Jeffreys (1919) but he returned to the
subject in his Scientiﬁc Inference (1931). Jeffreys was as alarmed as Burnside by
Fisher’s notion of ratios taken from inﬁnite hypothetical population, writing (p. 220n)
that “with what looks like the courage of despair... Fisher (1922a) says that the ratio
is perfectly deﬁnite.” Later Jeffreys (1933, p. 533) remarked, “That a mathemati-
cian of Dr. Fisher’s ability should commit himself to the statement that the ratio
of two inﬁnite numbers has an exact value can only be regarded as astonishing.”
Perhaps it is a symptom of the non-existence of a well-deﬁned ﬁeld that Jeffreys did
not come across Burnside’s work; there was another parallel between the two for
Jeffreys (1931, pp. 66ff.) extended Gauss’s theory of errors to accommodate unknown
precision, like Burnside (1923b)—see Sect. 4. For his magnum opus, the Theory of
Probability (1939), Jeffreys studied the literature more thoroughly and this (p. 304)
has an approving reference to Burnside’s writing on frequency.
8 The end of the correspondence April 1926
Burnside became increasingly frustrated as he waited for a response to his questions
about frequency in inﬁnite collections. On August 7th he wrote telling Fisher that
“On the idea of frequency” had been published and, picking up a remark in Fisher’s
prefatory note, asked, “Is it not at least possible that the idea of a inﬁnite hypothetical
population has grown up in the minds of practical statisticians and has been put at the
basisofrecentworkbeforeithasbeensubmittedtoexhaustivecriticism?”WhenFisher
said he had not yet seen the note Burnside wrote on that he would wait until Fisher
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had had a chance to look at it, though he added, “I feel almost sure that there is more
between us than a difference of language.” Burnside was still waiting in November
and he sent Fisher an off-print of the note. He reiterated his doubts about frequency
in non-ﬁnite collections and closed with a question
I think you will ﬁnd that the answer of any one who has studied the theory of
aggregates will be—No. Since the question is obviously concerned with non-
ﬁnite aggregates, should one attach any importance to the answer of a person
who has not studied the theory of aggregates?
The March 1926 issue of the Philosophical Magazine carried a note by Burnside,
“On the ‘hypothetical inﬁnite population’ of theoretical statistics.” This focusses on
the same two sentences in the “Foundations” and Burnside says he is concerned with
giving precision to the conception of the “hypothetical inﬁnite population” given that
nothing further in Mr. Fisher’s memoir occurs to achieve this!
One passage in Burnside (1926, p. 673)—actually one sentence—played a part
in the breakdown of the relationship between Burnside and Fisher. It is the rather
contorted punch-line which comes in the second sentence:
When the “hypothetical inﬁnite population” comes under head (ii.) [countably
inﬁnite] it is not possible to obtain a unique value, other than zero, for the
frequency-ratio of a speciﬁed class by calculating the frequency ratio fN of the
class in a collection of N from the population, and determining the limit of fN
as N increases. This statement is not inconsistent with the further statement that
“the frequency-ratio of a speciﬁed class in a hypothetical inﬁnite population” is
a phrase without meaning.
It is not clear when Burnside wrote the note for he had a slight stroke in December
1925whichputhimoutofactionforatime—seeEverettetal.(2004,p.106).However
by April he was writing to Baker about a paper for the PCPS and to Fisher about the
theory of statistical estimation. The correspondence with Fisher resumes abruptly on
the 21st with a query about the explanation of consistency in Fisher (1925b)—“Is it
possible for a statistician to arrive at a numerical value of what you denote by T∞ [the
probability limit of the sequence of estimators Tn]?”—but on the 24th he is back to
the old topic, “What I really want to know is that I am correctly representing you in
what I say of a ‘hypothetical inﬁnite population.”’
Burnside’s letter of the 27th was not business as usual. The last letter to Fisher, it
is full of injury and has an ultimatum:
Dear Dr. Fisher
In your letter received this morning the postscript runs verbatim thus:—
May I call your attention to this place in your Phil. Mag. note
This statement is not inconsistent with the further statement.... “.....” is a phrase
withoutmeaning.Isnotthisaratherunderhandwayofsuggesting,withoutassert-
ing, that there something in your previous reasoning which proves or implies
that the phrase in question has no meaning, whereas nothing of the sort is —?
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Ihaveputadashbetweenthelastwordbutone–is–andthequestionmarkbecause
I cannot be certain what the word is. With that exception I believe the passage
is reproduced verbatim from your letter.
I absolutely object to the use of the word “underhand” in connection with
anything I have done; and unless it is unequivocally withdrawn this correspon-
dence must cease.
Fisher evidently replied for Burnside quoted part of the letter in a desperate and
incoherent appeal to Baker dated two days later:
Excuse this digression. In the course of a discussion by post on a purely scien-
tiﬁc point with a correspondent whose name I wish to withhold, he (the corre-
spondent) wrote the following sentence. “Is not this a rather underhand way of
suggesting, without asserting, that there something in your previous reasoning
which proves or implies that the phrase in question has no meaning, whereas
nothing of the sort is proved?”
If the words “rather underhand” were omitted it is perfectly possible that there
might be something in my previous reasoning which I thought proved that the
phrase in question had no meaning, while my correspondent thought it proved
nothing of that sort; so that the asking of the question, omitting “rather under-
hand”wouldnotnecessarilycarryanoffensivemeaning.Theintroductionofthe
words “rather underhand” necessarily give the question an offensive meaning.
Iaccordinglywrotetohimtosaythatunlesstheword“underhand”wasunequiv-
ocally withdrawn the correspondence must at once cease.
The sentence “In suggesting it, I assume, like other men, you occasionally, in
action,fallbelowyourownstandards:butIdonotforgetthatthemoreintellectual
the work, the higher the standards are required to be” occurs and no withdrawal
is made in the letter that followed mine asking for a withdrawal. This seems to
me even more offensive than the original question.
It is a relief to put the whole matter before an independent third party but I am I
don’t see how you can possibly help me.
HowBakerreactedisunknownbutthenextdayBurnsidereturnedtothemathematical
business without mentioning the “digression.” There were no more letters to Fisher.
Everett et al. (2004, p. 104) suggest that Forsyth (1928a, p. xvii) was alluding to
this incident when he recalled Burnside’s detestation of controversy. I think he was,
although some details do not ﬁt, e.g. it was not “a question of priority” as Forsyth says
but a question of honour, originating in an accusation of cheating. However, if Baker
toldForsythoftheFisherincidenthemayhaveinterpretedthedisputeasfundamentally
one about priority; see Sect. 7 above. Whether the incident—and Burnside’s dealings
withFishergenerally—illustratesdetestationofcontroversyisanothermatter.Hemay
not have enjoyed controversy as an art-form as Pearson and Fisher did—but he liked
to win.
Burnside died on 21 August 1927 aged 75 and Forsyth (1928a, p. xiv) records that
“the last year of his life was marked by failing health.” We have put aside some topics
to follow the Fisher story to its conclusion. They are considered in the next section.
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9 Probability and the Theory of Probability 1919–1925
While he engaged with the statisticians Burnside worked on other parts of the proba-
bility project—the book and a few satellite papers. The book was never ﬁnished but it
“contained all the issues which he proposed to discuss”, according to Forsyth (1928b,
p. v) who prepared the manuscript for publication. Forsyth also relates, “So far as can
be remembered by Mrs. Burnside, the draft was written at intervals before the middle
of 1925” and that after his stroke “he occasionally longed to return to the draft, so as
to make additions and ampliﬁcations: but the necessary strength was lacking.”
In probability proper Burnside published nothing as provocative as the ‘t paper’
and, in any case, there were no specialists to provoke—no counterparts to the bio-
metricians or to Fisher, the statistical crusader. In England probability per se was left
to the philosopher-logicians for whom it was a branch of logic and to scientists with
philosophical leanings. Of these only Jeffreys might have had a useful exchange of
ideas with Burnside. Cayley and Sylvester had solved probability problems set in the
Educational Times because pure mathematicians liked puzzles, not because probabil-
ity was their business. In applied mathematics there was interest and capacity, but no
specialisation or exclusiveness. This was manifest in the subject of “random ﬂights”
(random walks in higher dimensions) to which Burnside’s note, “The Problems of
Random Flight and Conduction of Heat” (1924d), was a typical contribution. This
was another efﬁcient self-contained production with a limited objective—to connect
a result on random ﬂights from Rayleigh (1919) and a well-known piece of applied
mathematics, the heat equation. It used no specialised probability technique and made
noconnectionwithanytopicinthebookBurnsidewaswriting.Thenoteseemstohave
gone unnoticed but that was the fate of most of the papers described in Dutka’s (1985)
review of the subject; the papers did not coalesce into a subject as each writer started
from scratch using only standard analytical techniques. Pearson (1905) was one of
these writers and Fisher could be reckoned another as he (1922c and 1930) tackled
related problems involving diffusion in population genetics. The topic was eventually
gathered into the new ﬁeld of stochastic processes being developed by Continental
mathematicians with heat equations re-appearing as “forward equations.”
Burnside’s Theory of Groups of Finite Order (1897) had been a new kind of book
for England and so, in a way, was the Probability for no book had treated combinator-
ial probability, geometrical probability and the theory of errors together. In the event,
a book with a similar speciﬁcation appeared before the Probability:t h e Introduction
to Mathematical Probability (1925) by the Harvard geometer Julian Coolidge. The
premiss of Finite Groups had been that its subject “had attracted but little attention in
this country” (p. vi) but that great advances were being made elsewhere; that too was
Coolidge’s (1925, p. v) premiss. However Burnside’s Probability did not look around
but backwards and offered a close examination of old issues. The developments dis-
cussed by von Plato (1994), Bingham (2000) and Shafer and Vovk (2006)—the foun-
dations of modern probability—were simply out of Burnside’s sight. When David
(1960) reviewed the Dover reprint of the Probability she compared it not with con-
temporary productions like Borel (1925) but with Crofton’s old encyclopedia article.
From his references it seems that Burnside used only Poincaré (1912, original edi-
tion 1897) and Bertrand (1888). More up-to-date works were not entirely unknown in
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England; Markov (1912) and other Russian contributions were trumpeted in Keynes’s
Treatise—see Aldrich (2008)—but that too was out of sight.
In design the Probability resembled the Encyclopaedia Britannica articles on
probability by Crofton (ninth edition, 1885) and Edgeworth (eleventh edition, 1911).
The chapters are: Introduction; Direct Calculation of Probabilities; Indirect Meth-
ods of Calculating Probabilities; Methods of Approximation; Probability of Causes;
Probabilities connected with Geometrical Questions; Theory of Errors; Gauss’s Law
of Errors. Notes were planned “elucidating or establishing statements in the text” but
only one was written. There is no author’s preface and no statement of his intentions.
Forsythcontributedanindexandalistof“cognate”papers.Hemissedtwoprobability
papersaswellastwoondifferenceequationsthatmightbeconsidered“cognate.”Only
one paper seems to have rehearsed material for the book, the error paper of 1923, and
it produced the only drama, the reverse described in Sects. 3 and 4 above. Otherwise
Burnside moved from topic to topic in no particular order with no widening of vision
or deepening of technique.
TheProbability takesitsexamplesfromgamesofchance,geometryandthecombi-
nation of observations though it notes that “a good deal of modern molecular physics
is bound up with certain calculated probabilities.” (1928, p. 13). Coolidge’s much
larger book has chapters on the theory of gases and on insurance as well as material
on statistics—both English (Yule on correlation) and Continental (Lexis on disper-
sion). Coolidge founded probability on a combination of von Mises and John Stuart
Mill while Burnside stuck to the classical approach and mentioned no others. He
(p. 4) replaces Poincaré’s formulation in which a trial has a number n of equally likely
resultswithoneinwhich“eachtwooftheresultsareassumedtobeequallylikely”;the
one elucidatory note Burnside ﬁnished discusses the need for this reﬁnement. Burn-
side refers to Poincaré but the formulation goes back to Laplace and there are some
comments on Burnside’s reﬁnement from Dale (1995, p. 136). The assumption of
“equal likelihood” receives considerable attention as the whole construction depends
upon it; Burnside (1924e) is a separate note on the subject.
Chapter II on the “Direct Calculation of Probabilities” presents the standard com-
binatorial material, though with fresh examples. Chapter III on “indirect methods”
treats problems of the duration of play; some of Burnside’s results were rediscovered
under the heading of the “random walk in the presence of absorbing barriers”—see
Kac (1945). The organising principle of the chapter is that “the required probabil-
ity can often be determined by obtaining a ﬁnite difference equation which it must
satisfy.”(pp.26–7).Burnsidewrotetwopapers(1923aand1924b)ondifferenceequa-
tions. Chapter IV on “Methods of Approximation” treats what was elsewhere being
called the “central limit theorem,” the normal approximation to the binomial and the
multinormal approximation to the multinomial; cases relevant to the theory of errors
are treated later. The paper “On the Approximate Sum of Selected Terms from the
Multinomial Expansion” (1925a) was a spin-off from this chapter. Chapter V on the
“Probability of Causes,” treats the “Bayes formula” and emphasises the importance
of the form of prior assumed. Burnside’s ﬁrst probability paper “On the probable reg-
ularity of a random distribution of points” (1919) had treated a geometrical problem
and chapter VI on “Probabilities connected with Geometrical Questions” treated sev-
eral more. His 1924 paper “On the phrase ‘equally probable”’ was another study in
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geometric probability; based on an example from Poincaré, it had no connection with
Bayesian inference.
The ﬁnal two chapters on errors evoke a pre-Fisher state of innocence into which
knowledge of the Student result has entered. The ﬁrst chapter begins by considering
what can be learnt about the “unknown quantity” α when different assumptions are
made about the properties (non-stochastic) of the measurement errors. It then presents
Gauss’s derivation of the normal distribution as the distribution that gives the arith-
metic mean as the most probable value of the unknown quantity, assuming a uniform
prior. Burnside (pp. 84–5) argues that within the range of the observations it is “quite
unrealistic to assume rapid variation of p(α)” and as the posteriors do not vary much
when the priors are tied down in this way we may as well choose the simplest prior,
viz. the uniform. Burnside then gives a central limit theorem argument for the errors
to be normally distributed. The propositions do not contradict one another and the
proofs are tidy but it is hard to see any architecture in the way everything is assem-
bled. The chapter could have been ﬁnished by early 1923 and so could most of the
following chapter. This reviews the main properties of “Gauss’s law of errors” and
then in Sect. 36 on the “combination of observations” it asks “what deductions can
be drawn from a given set of determinations?” The answer (p. 96) takes the form
of the sampling distribution of (Burnside’s variant of) the t-ratio with a statement of
the limits between which the unknown value is as likely as not to lie; the numerical
values of the limits are those given in the 1923 article but the proof is the one he had
outlined to Fisher in August 1923. To all appearances Burnside simply took out the
old Bayesian Sect. 36 and put in a new sampling distribution argument. The reference
to Student never materialised.
Burnside’s “On an integral connected with the theory of probability” (1924a) has
an afﬁnity with his proof of Student’s result but, as with the partial difference papers,
there is no motivation for the generalisation: the word “probability” appears only in
the title. Let xij (i = 1,2,...,m; j = 1,2,...,n; m > n) denote n sets of m real
variables then “it is proposed to determine the integral of the differential”

ijdxij
over the range given by the inequalities
ajk ≤
m 
i=1
xijxik ≤ ajk + δajk (j,k = 1,2,...,n).
The book was not reviewed in the statistical journals. The British science jour-
nals Nature (Milne-Thomson 1928) and the Philosophical Magazine (Anon 1928)
received it respectfully, noting the author’s distinction, summarising the contents and
recommending it. The American Mathematical Monthly had a considered review by a
probability specialist, Edward Molina, remembered today for his (1930, 1931) studies
of Laplace and Bayes. Molina (1929) was disappointed with the book. He (p. 95)
was not impressed by the critique of Poincaré and he noted “inconsistencies” in the
treatment of the theory of errors both within the book and between the book and the
author’s articles. He points out that a Bayesian analysis for the case of two parameters
requires “an a priori function involving both of these unknowns” and that “Student’s
formula” is the solution to a “totally different problem” and will not give the posterior
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distribution “unless arbitrary assumptions are made” such as a uniform prior for the
unknown true value and a prior for the precision h proportional to 1/h. So much so
clear, but Molina seemed to think that the two Burnside 1923 pieces and the Fisher
piece were all concerned with the “a posteriori problem.” (Forsyth’s list of “cognate
papers” had included a reference to Fisher (1923)). Molina goes on to state:
R. A. Fisher is, in the opinion of the reviewer far from giving a legitimate
treatment of the problem. However, we are indebted to Burnside for a short
rigorous derivation of the Student formula.
Perhaps if Forsyth had noticed Burnside’s note on Bayes, Molina might have found
some interesting things to say about it. Molina refers to Pearson’s “fundamental prob-
lem of practical statistics” in his 1931 article on Bayes but only for the eloquence of
the phrase!
From the perspective of what we have of the Theory of Probability Burnside’s
transactions with the statisticians were a great waste of time. When Burnside ﬁrst
met the modern theory of statistics in the summer of 1923 he went at it with such
energy that he may have intended to treat it in his book. What to say must have been a
problem and it seems unlikely that he ever envisaged treating the chimeras of ‘24 and
‘25, Pearson’s solution to the fundamental problem and Fisher’s hypothetical inﬁnite
population. A reference would have sufﬁced for Student but, as summer 1923 turned
into winter, Burnside seems to have persuaded himself that no acknowledgment was
due; see Sect. 4 above.
IntheProbabilityBurnsideproducedaconciseandsometimesacutere-presentation
ofnineteenthcenturyprobability.Thereweresomenoveltiesbuttheydidnotstimulate
new work; the book had readers but they seemed only to show themselves to point out
that some new result such as that of Irwin–Sect. 4 above—or of Kac was already in
Burnside!
10 Concluding remarks
TheCollectedPapersprojectstandsasamonumenttoBurnside’sworkingrouptheory
but his work in probability and statistics has seemed too slight to justify much interest
inhim,orinthecircumstancesinwhichhewrote.Ihavetriedtoshowthattheseminor
writings are more interesting when put together and read with his letters to the man
who became the dominant ﬁgure in statistics in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century,
Ronald Fisher.
Neumann et al. (2004, p. 32) describes Burnside as working in isolation from other
group theorists, “possibly even more so than was normal for his times.” In probability
Burnside was even more isolated, retired to the country with a few books and articles
though with skill, energy and time in abundance. From the Continent it may well have
seemedthatthewholeofEnglandhadretiredtothecountrylongago—itcontributedso
littletoprobability.By1920,however,decadesofseparatedevelopmenthadproduced
an English subject, biometry/statistics, and an establishment to serve it. When Fisher
arrived with the key to the new and inaccessible subject of “Statistics” Burnside’s
isolation was broken.
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Fisher too was isolated, exiled even: he was separated from the biometricians
and while others recognised his brains they did not recognise his ideas. The rela-
tionship between Fisher and Burnside started with promise but produced mainly
disappointment for their minds failed to meet. Burnside began by wanting to get
to the bottom of statistics and ﬁnished wanting an acknowledgment that he was right
aboutfrequenciesininﬁnitepopulations;heachievedneither.ForFisher,Burnsidewas
a catch; anybody interested in his work would have been but Burnside was not just
anybody. However the only positive outcome of the statistical education of William
Burnside was one note criticising Pearson; otherwise there was a lot of pestering over
a matter Fisher did not want to discuss and a book with a lot of unreconstructed
thoughts about statistical inference. Fisher’s larger overtures to Cambridge were no
more successful—the chair in mathematical statistics came in 1961. Fisher did well
enough eventually: election to the Royal Society in 1929, advancement to Pearson’s
chair in 1933 and return to Cambridge as professor of genetics in 1943; the Statis-
tical Society was remodelled to accommodate his version of statistics—see Aldrich
(2008)—and the international Biometric Society made him its ﬁrst President.
Burnside’sengagementwiththestatisticianswasacuriousbusiness:Burnsidefound
errors in the reasoning of Pearson and Fisher on what they considered fundamental
points, yet his discoveries seem to have had no consequences and his papers never
became part of “the literature.” In the case of Pearson’s solution to the “fundamental
problem of practical statistics” this is not surprising for it was already clear when
Burnside intervened that this was not going to be “of far reaching importance in
the theory of probabilities.” Pearson’s paper was quickly forgotten although it has
come back into circulation as an attempt at Bayes exegesis and with it has come
Burnside’snote.Fisher’s“Foundations”did producealiteratureanditsideasoninﬁnite
hypothetical populations were practically immortalised by being embedded in the
introductory chapter of Statistical Methods for Research Workers (1925a), the 14th
edition of which Fisher was preparing when he died in 1962. What is less clear is how
much Fisher’s ideas on probability mattered to his work in statistical theory and how
seriouslytheyweretakenbyotherstatisticians.Fisher(1925a,p.5)mayhavebelieved
and continued to believe that a “frequency distribution” speciﬁes the fractions of the
inﬁnite population assigned to the different classes but there is no material difference
between his statement of the normal distribution later in the book (1925a, p. 46) and
Burnside’s (1923a, p. 482) statement of “Gauss’ law” (above Sect. 3)). It is hard
to know what other statisticians thought because the matter was so little discussed
but I suspect Fisher’s more sophisticated readers treated the “hypothetical inﬁnite
population” as an idiosyncrasy of expression comparable to Fisher’s use of S instead
of   for summation—see Aldrich (2003)—and for an analysis of probability went to
von Mises and others. Burnside’s notes appear to have been noticed only by Jeffreys
and the Theory of Probability was hardly a mainstream work.
There are two footnotes to this story: a connection of a kind between Burnside
and Fisher and the circumstances of the re-issue of the Probability in 1959. The
connection is that Fisher’s theory of experimental design generated problems in group
theory. Fisher ﬁrst worked on experimental design in his Burnside years—the subject
is announced in his (1925, Sect. 48). Later he (1942) brought groups into the theory;
he referred to no books and the only book on groups in his personal library was Hilton
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(1908)essentiallyanintroductiontoBurnside’sFiniteGroups.Burnsidehadreviewed
the book and his concluding words were, “The appearance of this book ought to do
a good deal to reduce the apathy with which its subject is treated in this country.”
(Burnside 1908, p. 336). In 1955 Dover Books reprinted Burnside’s book on groups
and in 1959 it re-issued the Probability. The latter was not a classic but it was by
Burnsideandprobabilityhadrecentlycometolife.ForthisFeller’s Introductiontothe
Theory of Probability and its Applications (1950) was largely responsible but Feller’s
book came out of an intellectual movement that Burnside—or even Coolidge which
was also re-issued by Dover—had no part in.
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